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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxy war initiated by Pakistan on our homeland.
KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.
We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced on multiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research and highlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.
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PREFACE

SUBJUGATION OF DEMOCRACY BY ELIMINATING ALTERNATE LEADERSHIP
ashmir was a peaceful state before 1980s.
With the implementation of Pakistani policy
of bleeding India through a thousand cuts,
they started large scale training for terrorism
against Jammu and Kashmir. Since then, the
complete nexus of political leaders, terrorists,
separatists and foreign power has destabilized the
situation which led to civil unrest and more than
25,000 deaths.
This leads to the important question that who is the
ultimate loser? Its the public. The nexus power
struggle brought indescribable sufferings to the
innocent Kashmiris and led to losses in terms of
loss of life, damage to property, loss of jobs, no
sustainable means of livelihood, damage to
education system, lack of entrepreneurship, lack of
industry setup, radicalization of Islam, disturbed
psychological state of the elders for the fear of
losing their loved ones, smooth functioning of the
society and crawling modernization of the society.
Sometimes it appears as a power struggle
between hereditary leadership of Muftis and
Abdullahs versus the true concept of democracy.

K

Any new political leadership which is not aligned
with the Kashmir conflict, Peoples Democratic
Party (PDP) or National Conference (NC), is
focused towards progress of poor, reviving
education system, industrialization, generating
competition, growth of society, modernization and
garnering peace is seen as an existential threat to
the Pakistani agenda of Kashmir Conflict and nexus
of political leaders, terrorist and separatists.
This monthly theme is a collection of
articles and human stories focusing on causes of
deteriorating democracy in the UT, selective
elimination of potential leaders who could have
transformed J&K and human stories of related
individuals.
It is believed that during the last 30 years of
dynastic politics in Kashmir, almost 5000 political
leaders have lost their lives to the bullets of unknown gunmen. The previous decade has seen a
sharp rise in political killings mainly aimed at
eliminating the youth leadership which aspires to
challenge corruption, under development and lead
the people on path of progress and prosperity.

LET'S FIGHT FOR TRUE DEMOCRACY, AGAINST NEPOTISM AND HEREDITARY SUCCESSION
AAIE SACHCHE JAMOHRIYAT KE LIYE BHAI BHATIJA KE RITI RIVAAJ AUR JAANSHEEN KE KHILAAF LADE
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DYNASTIC POLITICAL LANDSCAPE
IN KASHMIR
It is believed that during the last 30 years of dynastic politics in Kashmir, almost 5000 political
leaders have lost their lives to the bullets of un-known gunmen. Some legendary personalities
were also eliminated by terrorists, who could have done a remarkable work.

N

ational Conference (NC) is one of the

the ocean of fake promises was holed from below

oldest regional parties in India formed in

by the BJP led central government. The day

1939. It evolved

dreams that NC and PDP kept hallucinating in

by challenging the feudal

minds of the people, manipulating them for their

and autocratic rule and

political gains, went in abeyance. Hence both

only this gained the party

parties seem to be in deep puzzle to drain out the

the widespread name. It

issues within their arrogance filled behaviours that

gained dominance in

damaged the economy of the state from last two

1975 and enjoyed pre-

decades. Both these parties had never dreamt of

eminence for almost a

such a situation to arise and had planned of ruling

century, it also faced a

the state through their future generations to come.

serious crisis of credibility in 1987 and went into

NC supported all forms of corruption, political high-

hibernation in years of armed insurgency in 90s

handedness, and bureaucratic sinecures and gave

and then returned back in 1996.

priority to their own people. For example, the

Another political party
called the Peoples
Democratic Party
(PDP) was formed in
1999, provided as an
alternative to
hegemony of NC
Party. Initially, it won only a single seat but later it
formed an alliance with UPA (United Progressive
Alliance) in 2009.
Both the political parties ruled Kashmir for long
enough, promised people to provide a government
that could satisfy the demands of commoners and
resolve the issues like insurgency and other internal
conflicts within the state. The government shifted
hands from PDP to NC and vice versa but the core
issues were never resolved. The castle of fake
promises crashed and some regional parties jutted
their necks out from August 2019 onwards, when

majority of the job holders in Jammu and Kashmir
were siblings of the political workers, even though
they didnt have required qualification for the jobs,
which left the state economy in shambles. In
education department, the teacher to student ratio
was way higher than the acceptable standards, thus
the teachers were hired but there were less
students. Under qualified employees, who were
hired for the government job, still cant write their
names well, rendering fruitful service to the nation
is a long shot. This is the kind of favour, NC
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government has given to Kashmiris. On the other

succession to end so that a new beginning of the

hand Sayeed Dynasty never saw the sun setting

dynamic leaders, who can touch the nerves of the

from their yards. All high order posts were taken by

society well and pulsate it thoroughly till the

Sayeeds for they sought themselves to be supreme

frustration comes to an end.

than the rest of the Kashmiris.

if the new political parties sweep the residue of

Influential government posts were held by their
relatives who in turn assisted them to nullify legal
disputes arising out of their wrong doings. Since
2019, there are lot of transitions in government but
opportunities were never shared equally amongst
the people. So the rich became richer and poor
became poorer. This marked the death of talent in
garbage of the political orientation. The aims and
objectives of the parties could have been faithful for
quite some time while campaigning but once they
were enthroned, only almighty knew conditions of
masses. The situation could have evolved if there
was a huge contest or multi-party competition i.e.
alternative leadership, whether independent or local
parties, but such rising leaders were seen as a
threat to existing nexus of political leaders, terrorists
and separatists and hence were assassinated by
unknown gunmen.

Slowly and steadily

those big fishes, it might then be a new political
revolution in the history of Jammu and Kashmir.
Assimilation of youth in political activities would
tear the tensions that grew in minds of the jobless
youth also their energies will put a fuel inside the
political grounds of valley and shall squeeze the
throats of militant outfits, responding them by
putting the full stops over their apertures. As a case
study, we can consider Waseem Bari of Bandipura.
He was killed in a militant attack. He was known for
his philanthropist activities, he had set a public
grievance cell, where people visited in long queues
to get help. He gained prominence in no time but
unfortunately came down under bullets of terrorists.
He still set an example by becoming a leader and
being joined by the people in large gatherings. If
more such leaders rise, then no one will dare talk ill
and none could question the integrity of youth with
nations growth and overall development. No main

The killing of the
alternate leadership
is a talk of
immediate concern,
which is one healthy
step towards
resolving the
miseries of the
people. It is time for

stream party can absorb the emergence of new
faces into political arena of valley, as PDP and NC
had longer sought Kashmir to be their career
option for themselves and for their family
members as well. The nexus needs to be puzzled
out and cogitated in proper way to ensure the
least possible attacks in future and conservation
of human wealth in figures of young and dynamic
leadership.

hereditary

The irony of the UT of Jammu and Kashmir is that the peoples government, chosen by the
masses became self-obsessed, dynastic corporate, who once elected conveniently forgot
the masses. They turned a blind eye to the miseries of the masses. Masses were left at the
mercy of gun totting terrorists who created an atmosphere of fear and disharmony. Honest
leadership was brutalized and many times gunned down by unknown gunmen whose
only aim was to keep the society in darkness. The Valley of Kashmir has suffered
immensely at the hands of dynastic politics and now longs for a dynamic, young, forward
minded and progressive leadership.
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DYNASTIES, SEPARATISTS AND TERRORISTS DON’T WANT
TO SEE ALTERNATIVE LEADERSHIP PROSPER IN THE VALLEY
Kashmiris mourned his death with such grief and
sorrow that had perhaps been equalled only by the
death of Mahatma Gandhi in India.
The reins of the NC were passed on to the Sheikh's
eldest son, Farooq Abdullah. Over the years, the
popularity of Dr Abdullah started dwindling till he
faced political challenges first from his brother-inlaw, G M Shah who toppled his government in 1984
and became Chief Minister of the state. Farooq
Abdullah retained power in 1987 elections, but he
was no longer the unchallenged leader of the
masses.

O

n 05 Aug 2019, Art 370 of the
Constitution was abrogated revoking
special Status of State of Jammu and

Kashmir. The state was further divided into Union
Territories of Ladakh and Jammu and Kashmir.
Prior to this, there was lot of power struggle
between the erstwhile State and Central
government at Delhi. The Abdullahs, undoubtedly
dominated the political arena of J&K for more than
80 years.
Sheikh Muhammad
Abdullah, the founder
of National
Conference (NC)
Party, became the first
President of Muslim
Conference. His
mesmerizing political
speeches coupled
with recitation of the holy Quran, held such a sway
over the Kashmiris that the Sheikh instantaneously
became their messiah. When he died in 1982,

It was during those turbulent times that NC's arch
rival and political opponent of the Abdullahs, Mufti
Muhammad Sayeed formed his own political party,
the Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) to lay the
foundation of Kashmir's second political dynasty,
the Muftis. Sayeed claimed to fight against the
dynastic rule of the Abdullahs and in the process he
succeeded in laying the foundation of state's
second political dynasty. He became the Chief
Minister of the state in 2002 when he headed a
PDP-Congress ruling coalition in the state.

Dynasties, Separatists and Terrorists don't want to see alternative leadership to prosper in the valley.
Strengthening of nationalistic forces in the UT including original inhabitants of J&K meant ending of
political hegemony of certain sections of political class.
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the municipal councillor Rakesh Pandita serves as a
perfect metaphor for Kashmir. Pandita, elected
through BJP, was part of the group called fortress
of militants in Kashmir and was trying to return
Kashmir to their forefathers. Panditas assassination
ensured that terrorism trumped over democracy as
the radical part of Kashmir perceived Panditas
dream as a major threat. His dream could have
paved the way for the rebirth of communal
In 2014, Sayeeds PDP joined hands with the
rightwing BJP ostensibly for the development of the
state. Sayeed passed away in 2016 and his
daughter, Mehbooba Mufti became the chief
minister to start the ruling tenure for the second
generation of Kashmir's second political dynasty.

harmony and would have given the people of
Kashmir an opportunity at a peaceful coexistence.
Pandita wasnt the first one and he certainly wont
be the last. The assassinations of people like Judge
Neelkanth Ganjoo, Tika Lal Taploo, Prem Nath,
Lassa Kaul and Sarla etc have destroyed any
chance for Kashmir to have new leadership which
can perhaps change its bloodied history. The
political dynasties dont want to see alternative
leadership prosper as it would curtail their political
power. Alternative leadership would reduce their
stronghold on the policies of Kashmir, which would
expose their corruption. This gravely threatens the
development of Kashmir and its people.

Although their sway over the masses, has over the
years, been largely compromised, yet these two
dynasties are still pivotal to the politics of the state.

Effect of Radicalism and Terrorism in
Subjugating democracy in Kashmir
Democracy is raised on the core principle that
people have the power to elect their
representatives. Abraham Lincoln gave the famous

Crawling Development in Kashmir

description of democracy spoken at his Gettysburg

Long before the monopolistic control of Abdullahs

Address i.e. democracy is government of the

and Muftis over Kashmir, it was Hari Singh who

people, by the people, for the people that shall not

wanted Jammu & Kashmir to be separate from

perish from the earth. While this was true when

both India and Pakistan. Hari Singh signed a

spoken by Lincoln in 1863, recent events in

standstill treaty with Pakistan which was breached

Kashmir threaten democracy and everything it

when Pakistan invaded Jammu & Kashmir in 1947.

stands for. Democracy is at a standstill in Kashmir

Hari Singh signed the Instrument of Accession with

as its very soul is being threatened. The murder of

India and sought help from India. Hari Singh
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political sections. It is understandable
why it is so since it is a certain political
class that has reaped the benefit from the
article as the common people suffered.
Articles 370 and 35A of the Constitution
not only hampered economic
development by preventing private parties
from investing in the Himalayan valley but
also facilitated a monopolistic control of
the political structure by the Abdullahs
and the Muftis.
Simply put, because of Article 370 and
35A, it had become impossible for the
reforms to reach the state of Jammu and
Kashmir, though the same reforms
transformed the lives of Indians in the
rest parts of India.
This is how Abdullah and Mufti of the
sought special privileges for his people on the lines

state along with some separatists in the valley had

of denying outsiders the right to own property in

the monopoly of political discourse in the state.

the state. This law restricted the right to own
property in Jammu and Kashmir in line of
inheritance only. This had been brought apparently
to keep the Britishers away from the salubrious
Valley of Kashmir.

The political leaders from political families such as
Abdullah and Mufti always prospered while the state
went poorer. With the different set of laws, the
political class and separatists had shut down the
state for others and provoked some sections in the

This demand from Hari Singh materialized in the

society to indulge in violence, so that they can

form of Article 370 of the Indian Constitution,

blackmail the Centre for more funds that eventually

which gave Jammu and Kashmir special status and

land up in their own purses.

Article 35A of the Indian Constitution, which
empowered the Jammu and Kashmir state's
legislature to define "permanent residents" of the

Millions of Indians in J&K voted for Lok Sabha
elections but refrained from exercising this right in

state and provide special rights and privileges to
them. Article 35A was surreptitiously included in
the Indian Constitution in 1954 and the law allows
the State Government to discriminate between
citizens.
When Article 370
was revoked from
the Indian
Constitution, the
biggest uproar
came from certain

other polls. They knew that their children would not
get government jobs, as the same were reserved for
a select few. They could not own property and their
children were rarely admitted to government
institutions. The heirs of ladies marrying outside the
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State were disinherited from owning or inheriting

corruption deprives the poor and vulnerable masses

property. Due to Article 35A, the state did not have

of essential services. They are subjected to

adequate financial resources and that its ability to

constant fear and extortion, while the situation is

raise more funds was crippled. No investor was

exploited for their own gains by the rich, influential

willing to set up an industry, hotel, private

and the political elite. Corruption, when thus

educational institutions or private hospitals since he

institutionalized in a conflict zone, contributes to

could neither buy land or property; nor could his

and becomes a prominent factor in social unrest

executives. Wards of common men suffered as they

and insurgency, eventually becoming a tool in the

could neither get government jobs nor admission

hands of terror organizations and transnational

to colleges. This prevented enrichment, resource

organized crime networks.

generation and job creation.

The impact of rampant corruption and nepotism in

Revoking Article 370 meant ending the political

Jammu and Kashmir (J&K)  one of the worlds

hegemony of certain sections of political class and

hottest conflict zones  is now being felt in other

initiated the process of strengthening nationalist

parts of India, clearly indicating that it is not merely

forces in the valley that included lakhs of original

a problem confined to the border State, but has

inhabitants of Jammu and Kashmir, who were

emerged as a threat to national security. Despite

forcefully thrown out from their places, when the

repeated attempts, the Anti-Terror Squad (ATS) had

ugly face of terrorism had shown its face in the

been denied access to official records by the J&K

early 1990s.

government, which, by itself, had failed to take any

Role of Corruption
While politics in Jammu & Kashmir hampered its
economic development drastically, corruption is
also another problem which contributed
significantly to the states problem. The Centre for
Media Studies (CMS) conducted a survey in its India

action against those involved. Corruption in J&K
has undermined the trust of the Kashmiris in
democracy and now poses a direct challenge to not
only peace operations within the State but has now
emerged as a looming national security threat.

Conclusion

Corruption Study 2017 and Jammu & Kashmir

As stated before, democracy is at a standstill in

ranked fourth as the most corrupted state in India.

Kashmir. There is no doubt that the families in

This was not the first time that corruption in

Kashmir which possess the monopolistic control

Kashmir was apparently highlighted in a survey. In

over its politics have a hand to play in the current

2005, the Transparency International (TI), a

state of things in Kashmir. Their power will be

Germany based non-profit organization, ranked

threatened if alternative leaders gain the trust of the

Kashmir as the second most corrupt state in India.

people and in order to stop this, rampant killings

This survey also labelled the state as alarmingly

take place on a daily basis. These families not only

corrupt. When corruption is well established in any

threaten the democracy in the region, their corrupt

state, it not only undermines the state institutions

politics hampers the socio-economic development

and their authority but also creates widespread

of the region, which directly affects the citizens of

anguish and anger among the masses. If left

Kashmir. Abrogation of article 370 was the first step

unaddressed for decades together, it creates an

in the right direction and if followed upon correctly,

unstable environment that is susceptible to

can serve as the beginning of a new and peaceful

disturbance triggered by internal as well as external

era for Kashmir.

factors. In conflict zones like Kashmir, acute
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TERRORISTS SEPARATISTS NEXUS-

A BLOT ON THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS
IN KASHMIR

T

en political workers of different political

Valley would be invariably a mute spectator. There

parties were shot dead by 'unidentified

would be no shutdown, no public condemnation

gunmen', widely believed to be terrorists in

and no special treatment to the news on the front

the first half of the year. Even as it does not take

pages of the local newspapers.

long for the family members of a victim and the

The situation has changed since the Central

residents of a neighbourhood to ascertain the

government at Delhi initiated a crackdown on the

identity of the assassins, media persons and

separatists after Pulwama attack that left 40

politicians do conveniently call them 'unidentified

paramilitary personnel dead in February 2019.

gunmen.' For years, the behaviour of the muted

Particularly after Abrogation of Article 370 and

civil society after every assassination has implicitly

conversion of the state into two Union Territories in

pointed fingers towards the assailants.

August 2019, there has been little reaction to a
killing.

Even as some militant outfits owned responsibility
If an assassination was believed or perceived to be

for some political assassinations in Kashmir in the

the craftwork of pro-government police or security

beginning in 1989-90, nobody has thereafter

forces, there would be protests and shutdown

claimed any killing that had a potential to cause

called-in by the Jihadis. There would also be a

outrage among the people.

beeline of media persons, politicians and human

As some high-profile political assassinations-like

rights activists to the victim's home and an

that of Mirwaiz Farooq in 1990 and Qazi Nisar

abundance of the condemnation statements.

Ahmad in 1994-evoked serious public reactions,

On the contrary, whenever the elimination was

the government and the separatist militants would

perceived to have been done by the militants, the

invariably blame each other. Thirty years later,

The assassination of potent leadership is an old trend in Kashmir. Its roots lie in insecurity to terrorists,
falling away from political discourse, public opinions and standing against terrorism. One with belief
and faith in democracy seems a potential threat to them.
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personal security officers (PSOs) got killed. His
retaliatory firing left one of the assailants dead. He
was later identified as Shabir Ahmad Shah of Tral.
The J&K Police claimed that before joining
militancy Shah had remained "right hand man" of
the former Hizbul Mujahideen chief Riyaz Naikoo.

Kashmir does not seem to have changed much as
everybody fears fatal reprisal by the political terrorist
and separatist nexus. "There have been several
political killings which had clear signature of a
guerrilla outfit. Still the same organization issued
condemnation statements and passed the buck to
the other side as no scientific evidence like CCTV
footage was left behind. Almost all the killers have
used facemasks to hide their identity. In many
cases, hit orders and condemnation have flown
concurrently from the same organization," says a
senior Kashmiri journalist now based in New Delhi.
Separatist leader Abdul Gani Bhat once declared

The current spree of political killings began with a
fatal attack on the Congress Sarpanch Ajay Pandita
in Larkipora, Anantnag on June 8. On 8th July, BJP
leader Sheikh Waseem Bari was shot dead along
with his brother and father, who were also his party
activists, at Bandipora.

that all of the Valley's political and intellectual
leaders had been killed "not by India, but by our
own men".

On 6th August 2020, BJP Sarpanch Sheikh Sajad
Ahmad was shot dead at Vessu, Qazigund. On
August 9th, BJP leader
Abdul Hamid Najjar was
It happens very rarely that an assassin is captured

gunned down at

alive or killed in the retaliatory firing from a

Ompora, Budgam.

protected person's security guards. A rarest of the
rare incidents happened lately at Nunnar in
Ganderbal where the unidentified gunmen'
attacked the BJP leader Ghulam Qadir on Oct 6.
The targeted leader survived but one of his

On September 23,
chairman of Block
Development Council
Khag, Bhupinder Singh,
was shot dead at his
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home. On October 29, three BJP activists were
gunned down at YK Pora in Kulgam.

subsequently in Pulwama.
Veteran politician Maulana Mohammad Sayeed

Over 5,000 pro-Indian political activists have been

Masoodi was shot dead at the age of 87 years by

killed in identical attacks in Kashmir since 1989.

terrorists of Hizbullah at his home in Ganderbal in

Some estimates put

December 1990. Ex-MLA Peer Mohammad Shafi

this number at 7,000.

was among scores of the prominent political

The first political killing
was that of the
National Conference
(NC) activist

activists shot dead in 1991. Ex-MLA Mohammad
Subhan Bhat and his brother Showkat were also
killed in Tral in 1991. Their third brother Fayaz
Ahmad was shot dead in 2002.

Mohammad Yusuf

Former Peoples League leader Sheikh Abdul Aziz

Halwai in downtown

got killed in an incident of the Police firing on

Srinagar on August

Srinagar-Uri Road in August 2008. A number of JEI

21, 1989. He had

activists were killed during the Ikhwan era of 1995-

reportedly refused to put off the lights of his home

98. In October 2005, Ghulam Nabi Lone of Peoples

on the 15 August when Independence Day was

Democratic Party (PDP) was the first sitting minister

being celebrated, this was at a time
when, when NC's Farooq Abdullah
was chief minister and the
JKLF had called for a black
out.'
Bharatiya Jana Sangh
leader Tika Lal Taploo
was shot dead on
September 13, 1989
in Habbakadal,
Srinagar. Firebrand
politician and former
independent MLA Mir
Mustafa was kidnapped
and his bullet-riddled
body was thrown at
Batmaloo - close to the
Police Headquarters and
Srinagar Police Control Room - on 25
March.
CPI leader Abdul Sattar Ranjoor was also killed in
March 1990, followed by ex-minister Sheikh Jabbar
in April 1990 and ex-MLA Sheikh Mansoor in May
1990. Ghulam Qadir Wani and his son Nazir
Ahmad Wani, both NC's ex-MLAs, were also killed

who was killed in a suicide attack inside
his home, in Tulsibagh, Srinagar.
Scores of Urban Local Body
members, Panchs and
Sarpanchs and other
leaders of different
political parties have
also been
assassinated in
Jammu and
Kashmir.
History of Jammu
and Kashmir
democracy is marred
with such incidents of
killings by terrorists and
separatists nexus for
elimination of alternative
leadership which pose or is perceived
as a threat to power of certain specific political
groups, personal agendas, hereditary succession,
suppressive, closed society and radicalised
implementation of Islam. Clearly this is overlooking
growth and welfare of the society at large.
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A KASHMIRI YOUNG LEADER:
AFTER ABROGATION OF ARTICLE 370

I

n 1990s, thousands of Kashmiri boys escaped

the doctored stories he had heard from his

across high mountains into Pakistan for arms

acquaintances. Owing to the current incident

training and to return for fight against Indian

wherein he keenly noticed, how security forces

troops. For kids, it was a thrilling experience to see

risked their own lives to fight for the peace of the

big boys with big guns. Only few kids thought of

Kashmir, changed the perspective of young Javed

going to school and pick up books instead of guns.

and motivated him to reject separatist thinking.

One fine morning, a school bus filled with small

At the time of incident, Master Javed was in 4th

innocent children was headed towards Govt

standard. He was amongst the bright students of

Primary School. As the bus moved through the

his class. Later, he completed matriculation from

town, roaring noise of guns soared through the

Anantnag Secondary School and higher secondary

blissful morning. Children quickly estimated a flight

school from Srinagar. He further pursued higher

between terrorists and security forces. Army

studies and finally got employed as a teacher in a

persons quickly came and escorted the school bus

Secondary School. Javed was upset due to the

out to a safe place. Javed, 10 years, was among the

poor administrative infrastructure in his village;

students present in the school bus. Earlier, he had a

hence after three years of service, he decided to

negative outlook towards security forces because of

contest in Panchayat Elections.
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Article 370 was a road blocker in the developmental and investment sector of the valley. Now, the
violence has shown a dip, and people accepted it wholeheartedly, voices only rise from ancestral
looters of the economy of UT.
Javed was hard-working and a genuine person who

Abrogation of Article 370 and Article 35A saw

was always eager to help his community men. He

maximum resistance from the political class for

won the elections and became youngest sarpanch

obvious reasons. The abrogation resulted in

of his village. He worked hard to build better

effective implementation of government policies,

infrastructure in his village. He was the sarpanch of

provided equal opportunities to SC, ST and other

his village in 2019 during abrogation of Article 370

minorities in all walks of life, enabled businessmen

and Article 35A.

to set up businesses in J&K leading to more job

The villagers were not happy with the decision of
Delhi, however, Javed convinced them that the
decision will allow implementation of government
policies for the betterment of society and provide
more employment avenues.
Since, he was favouring the
decision of central government;
he started receiving life threats
from separatists. His daughter,
who was school going by this
time was being harassed by
goons and his son was being
bullied. He and his wife were
socially boycotted due to
separatists pressure.

opportunities and development of the State and
provided opportunity for alternative political
leadership other than Abdullahs and Muftis.
To destabilize the situation, the political stream
continues to harass alternative
leadership to suppress them
and prove present changes to
be futile. Young leaders like
Javed have faced the brunt of
political suppression. The
availability of conducive,
supportive and nurturing
environment is a prerequisite
for establishment of popular
political will.

LET'S RISE ABOVE PROPAGANDA OF POLITICAL, TERRORIST AND
SEPARATISTS NEXUS AND ESTABLISH A TRUE DEMOCRACY
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WASEEM BARI: THE YOUTH ICON

W

aseem Bari, 28 of Mushamabad was the

partys confidence within a shorter span of time.

prominent face of BJP in district

People irrespective of individual ideologies used to

Bandipore who had been the senior

get benefited from Sheikh Waseem Bari, such was

most leader of the said party since revocation of

the impression and his dedication towards

Article 370 in August 2019. He was young,

collective welfare of people. The grievance cell set

enthusiastic, inspiring and a vibrant leader whose

up by Waseem worked 24×7 which benefited the

involvement in politics inspired hundreds of youth

locals, and the faith that locals reposed in him

to trust in mother democracy and this way Waseem

could be seen by the long queues of people outside

polarized the radical thoughts and encouraged the

his house waiting to meet him. He once said We

youth to believe in political solution of the troubles

are committed for change in political system of

people had faced since decades.

Bandipora, and helping poor people is my first

Waseem Bari was known for his anti-corruption

priority and always remains my concern.

campaigning which differentiated him from big

Unfortunately, Waseem Bari compassion, appeal

fishes of political pond. All the people who showed

and intentions to improve the well being of locals

their interests in signing the peace process carried

as also his increasing popularity amongst the

by the dynamic, hardworking and philanthropist

masses was too much to bear and he was killed by

leader were garlanded and thus they waived the

the terrorists along with his father and brother. The

white flags through Baris enormous efforts. Bari

incident was carried out on 8th of July 2020

had excellent understanding and organizing skills,

around 9 PM while Waseem was inside shop-cum-

his dedication gained him the position in party

residence along with his father Bashir Ahmad

among large elephants of political career. Its highly

Sheikh and the brother Umar Sultan.

tough to achieve bulky faith of people and the

The seemingly endless cycles of tragedy in Kashmir has now embarked on a melancholic phase of
competitive iconography. On one side certain sections romanticise a militants death, on the other side
those envisioning a time when Kashmir youth foresee their future on the path Waseem choose.
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GH NABI PANDIT: A LEADER COMMITTED TO
CAUSE OF PEOPLE & DEVELOPMENT
h Nabi Pandit, 65, a

G

developments in contemporary

resident of Shadimarg

politics and emergence of

area of Pulwama was a

alternative leadership has only

senior leader of Congress. He got

fuelled this further. In a

the name Patel for his lengthy

democratic country indulging in

association with Congress Ahmed

political activity or nurturing

Patel. Patel started his journey in

ideology is a basic right

politics in 1970s as congressman

guaranteed by the constitution.

with Mufti Sayeed. As a political

Such mindless killings of

activist Patel was kidnapped twice

alternative, emerging leadership

during troubled 90s for his alleged

are a violation of human rights.

association with the Congresss

Every citizen is entitled to serve the people and do

leader Ghulam Nabi Azad. He also survived two

good to the society, providing opportunities;

attempts on his life. In 1996, Patel contested state

nourishing economic activities would benefit the

election on mandate of Janta Dal, but lost with a

people but curtailing the freedom to choose their

little margin of less than 100 votes. In 2002, Patel

representatives is sheer injustice done in the name

contested elections on a Congress ticket from

of Jihad.

Rajpora constituency, but this time he lost with a
huge margin. Later in 2014, just before state
assembly elections, Patel joined PDP. He was
warmly welcomed in party folds by Mufti Sayeed
during the public rally in presence of Haseeb
Drabu, partys own candidate from Rajpora. This
time Mufti told people that Patel has come home. A
long associate of Mufti, Patel worked tirelessly to
help party secure Rajpora constituency. Patel was a
senior leader who had an ultimate goal of fulfilling
the needs of the people and to meet the demands
of poor people. By changing his orientation to
various political parties, he tried hard for the
development and welfare of citizens. Yet he was
ruthlessly killed on 25 April 2018 while returning
from Yader to Pulwama in Rajpora Chowk, in the
same incident his PSO was also severely injured.
Though assault and killing of political leaders is
not new to Kashmiri politics, however, recent

If political activities are halted, how can the public
resources be utilized in a proper way, and how
could economic activities take a flight? Such
questions need a long introspection by all the
gunmen and the commoners if not hammering
their minds. While the world seems busy in Nanotechnology, Robotics and Mission Mars, we
Kashmiris are being kept busy in discussing and
brain storming the role of terrorist outfits and their
effect in modern scenario. One must bear in mind
that this gun-culture had put us in a ditch where we
are being stained for decades now, and other states
roll over roads of success and prosperity. The
growing cases of suicides are another catastrophe
laid and put on our heads by the bullshit gunculture. Thus, normalization of political activity is
seed to grow the green canopy of development and
an end to the misery of people.

Terrorists have an extreme hatred for the development model in Kashmir, because it is the maiden way
to establish peace and mitigate the ever growing problems of the people. Earning a name in the field
of growth mirrors democratic mindset and large acceptance by people.
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SERVING HOMELAND: THE DEMOCRACTIC WAY

F

or centuries, women have played a very

Abdul left home and

significant role in shaping Kashmir and

went across the

Kashmiri culture, yet seldom have their

border for training

contributions received the recognition they deserve.

as Jihadi. He

Most of the women were not allowed to express

came back after

their views in this male dominated society.

three months as
a terrorist cadre
of Hizbul
Mujahideen.
Fatima never
wanted Abdul to join
militancy. She completed
higher secondary education from Srinagar.
Meanwhile Abdul was killed in an encounter with
security forces. She always knew and feared that
Abduls association with terrorist outfit will lead to
this end result. Post this incident, she completed

In 1990s, when militancy had just started, many
young people had joined militancy and went for
training across Line of Control into Pakistan
occupied Kashmir. There were certain villages in
which at least one person from every house
contributed directly or indirectly to the militancy. At
the time when operation started and militants were
neutralized, the graph of widows per village rose
exponentially.

her post-graduation in MA (History) from Delhi
University and took up job as a History Teacher in
Senior Secondary School Srinagar. Having taught
for three years she concluded that the ongoing
issues could not be resolved through guns. By this
time, Article 370 and 35A of the Constitution were
abrogated leading to change in political status of
J&K State. It was now divided into two Union
Territories i.e. J&K UT and Ladakh UT. The

Fatima, 9 years old saw AK-47 for the first time

abrogation also led to huge turbulence in political

when her brother Abdul joined militancy. Soon

fraternity and unrest in local populace. Print and
Electronic media were filled with
hate speeches against central
government and this decision. It
resulted in stone pelting and
markets were shut down at
many places. Fatima was aware
of the benefits of the abrogation
of Article 370. As a result of
recent political changes,
panchayat system was
introduced which was beneficial
for grass root political activities.
However, the existing old
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society and lead her people on the path of progress
and development.
The District Development Council (DDC) polls were
the first major elections held in the Union territory
(UT) of Jammu and Kashmir after the Central
government scrapped the erstwhile states semiautonomous status and divided it into two separate
political parties didnt want this to happen as it

UTs: J&K and Ladakh.

would have led to decrease in their own political

The real issue being subsumed in the electoral

hold. Fatima decided to fill in this political void and

politics is the creation of a new and unique layer of

participate in District Development Council (DDC)

elected representatives  a junior MLA or a senior

elections.

Panch, depending
on how one looks
at it. DDC
elections have
reinforced the
institutional
structure of
participative
democracy
wherein citizens
elect representatives to three tiers of governance
provided for in the Constitution  Parliament,
legislative assemblies and the panchayats. Another
governance layer  the DDC  is being directly

Owing to her understanding of history and touch
with AWAM, she could easily identify issues and
their solutions. She gained popularity in her area
which was seen as a threat to the dominance of
existing political groups. Despite
threats and male discrimination,
she emerged as the first woman
Chairperson of her DDC.
Fatima emerged as an
inspiration for the girls. She
motivated them to complete
their higher education and join
political stream. As DDC
Member, she continues her hard
work for progress and
development and it is her is her
deepest desire to do good for the

elected in J&K. By electing 14 members each to 20
DDCs, the existing architecture of legislative
democracy in J&K has been reinforced and
redesigned.
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SUMMARY OF POLITICAL KILLINGS POST 05 AUG 2019
SINCE ABROGATION OF ARTICLE 370, THERE HAVE BEEN NUMEROUS RENEWED ATTEMPTS AT
ELIMINATING ALTERNATIVE LEADERSHIP WHICH COULD BE THREAT TO THE DESIGNS OF THE
EVIL NEXUS. THE NEXUS DOES NOT WANT PEACE TO RETURN TO KASHMIR AND SUBJUGATION
OF DEMOCRACY HAS BEEN CORNERSTONE OF THE POLICY OF PAK HANDLERS WHICH IS CLEARLY
VISIBLE FROM THE INCIDENTS LISTED BELOW:



On 05 Oct 2019, Terrorists opened fire at a

(head of the Panchayat, village level local self-

former Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) worker,

Government institution) of a village in Anantnag

identified as Sajad Hussain Mantoo, at his

District.

residence in Kokernag area leaving him injured



in Anantnag District.


Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leader, his father

On 31 Oct 2019, Terrorists set on fire two

and brother were shot dead by terrorists in

vehicles, one of which belonged to a local

Bandipora District.

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leader in Kulgam



District.


On 15 Jul 2020, Vice President Municipal
Committee Watergam in Baramulla, who is also

On 26 Nov 2019, Two civilians, including a

a Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) local leader,

Panch were killed and eight others injured in

Merajud Din Malla, abducted by LeT terrorists

two separate terrorist attacks in Srinagar and

from Baramulla District.

Anantnag Districts.


On 08 Jul 2020, Waseem Ahmad Bari, a

On 08 Jun 2020, Terrorists shot dead Sarpanch



On 04 Aug 2020, Terrorists fired upon and
critically injured a Sarpanch (head of the
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Panchayat, village level local self-Government





institution) at Akhran Qazigund in Kulgam

Development Officer (BDO), four Central

District.

Reserve Police Force (CRPF) personnel and a
Policeman were injured in a grenade attack in

On 06 Aug 2020, Sajad Ahmad Khanday,

Tawheed Chowk area in Ganderbal District.

Sarpanch (head of the Panchayat, village level
local self-Government institution), affiliated with





Policeman were killed and another Councillor

by terrorists near his home at Vessu in Qazigund

was injured in a terrorists attack in Sopore area

area in Kulgam District.

in Baramulla District.

On 10 Aug 2020, Abdul Hamid Najar, a Bhartiya



Tral Rakesh Pandita was killed by terrorists in

critically injured by militants in Budgam District

Tral.


president Kulgam- Gh Rasool and his wife,
Jawhara Banoo were killed, in Lal Chowk

(BDC) Chairman of Khag in Budgam District of

Anantnag.


shot dead near his ancestral residence at

which his 2 year old child was killed, while 6
other family members were injured.

On 06 Oct 2020, Terrorists attacked a Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) leader leaving his personal



security guard dead, while a terrorist was killed

armed terrorists in Brazloo, Kulgam.


(BJP) workers were shot dead by terrorists in Y

membership of the party, due to death threats
from terrorists.

On 14 Dec 2020, Terrorists killed a security

at Natipora area in Srinagar District.

On 20 Aug 2021, BJP leader for Noorabad
constituency in charge resigned from the basic

K Pora area of Qazigund in Kulgam District.

guard of Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) leader

On 17 Aug 2021, BJP constituency incharge
identified as Javaid Ahmad Dar was killed by

in the retaliatory action in Ganderbal District.
On 29 Oct 2020, Three Bharatiya Janata Party

On 12 Aug 2021, BJP Mandal President Jasbir
Singhs home was attacked with grenade, in

Dalwash village in the Budgam District.



On 9 Aug 2021, BJP Kisan Morcha District

On 23 Sep 2020, Block Development Council

Jammu and Kashmir, Bhupinder Singh, was



On 02 June 2021, BJP leader and president MC

Janata Party (BJP) worker, who was shot at and

Srinagar District of J&K early on August 10..



On 29 Mar 2021, A Municipal Councillor and a

the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), was shot dead

on August 9, succumbed to his injuries in



On 23 Dec 2020, Six persons including Block



On 19 Aug 2021, Apni Party leader Gh Hassan
Lone was killed by terrorists in Devsar Kulgam.
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